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This pool is situated on the banks of the river and reflects the natural beauty of its picturesque surrounds. The pool 
was designed with family fun, entertaining, fitness, relaxation and aesthetic appeal in mind. one of the most important 
design considerations, however, was the pool’s depth. The owners of this stunning property are all quite tall, so a deep 
pool was essential! 

The clients had a clear idea of what they wanted, so Jamie Bramich from JB Pool Construction worked with them, 
as well as in consultation with the project’s engineer and certifier, to design a space that meets all of the owners’ 
requirements. 

The pool is 13m x 4.7m and features wraparound seating and steps, a 9-star energy rated pool pump, glass mosaic 
tiles and a white pebble interior. 
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JB Pool Construction faced a number of challenges during both the design and construction process. Bramich had 
to demolish the existing pool, which left a sizeable void that had to be filled. Fully-formed above-ground, the new 
concrete structure has deep foundations – with steel piers for support – to anchor the base of the pool below the 
riverbed. Additional footings were also installed to suit the surface conditions. 

The reinforced concrete pool comes complete with a Hayward Filter and Tristar Variable speed Pump, as well as a 
Puresilk salt Chlorinator and four spa electric eMC niche lights. 

Perfect for the whole family, this pool is an excellent addition to the riverside property.
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Working throughout south-east Queensland and northern new south Wales, JB Pool Construction provides 
an exceptional service that sees each client deal directly with the business owner, salesperson, designer, 
project manager and builder all-in-one, which guarantees a personalised and attentive service.

Bramich has more than 22 years of experience in the gold Coast swimming pool industry and has been the 
owner of JB Pool Construction since it began in 2007. Bramich takes care of everything, from the initial site 
inspection to quotation and design, contractual documents, engineering, certification and council approvals.

JB Pool Construction is a member of the Queensland Master Builders Association (MBA) and recipient of 
numerous industry awards for swimming pools, outdoor living and landscaping. The company recently won 
Best swimming Pool at the 2015 Master Builders state Housing & Construction Awards. When you employ the 
help of JB Pool Construction, you can rest assured that the team will complete your project to the highest standard.

ConTACT
JB Pool Construction
Mobile: 0418 110 978
email:  
jamie@jbpoolconstruction.com.au
Website:  
www.jbpoolconstruction.com.au
Facebook:  
www.facebook.com/JBPoolConstruction


